This note summarizes recent progress in error bounds for compound operations performed in some computer arithmetic. Given a general set of real numbers together with some operations satisfying the first standard model, we identify three types A, B, and C of weak sufficient assumptions implying new results and sharper error estimates. Those include linearized error estimates in the number of operations, faithfully rounded and reproducible results. All types of assumptions are satisfied for an IEEE-754 p-digit base-β floating-point arithmetic.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this note we summarize some recent results on IEEE-754 floating-point and on a more general computer arithmetic. Several findings are presented unifying and generalizing previous ones. At few places short proofs are given rather than lengthy explanations if we think it is the easier way to understand the matter.
An introduction and basic properties of floating-point and of more general computer arithmetics can be found in Higham's ASNA [13] , see also [9] , and in particular in the excellent books [29] by Muller et al. and [4] by Brent and Zimmermann. We start with the most popular model of computer arithmetic, namely [14] IEEE-754 p-digit floating-point arithmetic to some base β. For this model we show that traditional estimates using the relative rounding error unit u " 1 2 β 1´p can be replaced by optimal bounds for individual operations. Moreover, it was a surprise that the traditional bound γ k " ku{p1´kuq for compound operations, for example for summation, dot products and also some matrix factorizations, can be linearized to ku.
Next, we consider an arbitrary set A of real numbers and a computer arithmetic on A with the sole requirement to satisfy the first standard model [13] , i.e., the relative error of the computed result to the exact result is bounded by some constant. Then we ask what additional assumptions are necessary to prove error estimates such as the linearized bounds mentioned above. This approach is in some way opposite to fixing the set A to p-digit base-β numbers and precisely defining the operations as in IEEE-754 arithmetic. We identify three mutually different additional assumptions.
For a computer arithmetic and a, b P A denote by a ' b the computed result of a`b. The first Assumption A is that the absolute error of an addition or subtraction is bounded by the minimum absolute value of the operands, that is Assumption A:
|a ' b´pa`bq| ď minp|a|, |b|q.
That suffices to prove the linearized error bounds mentioned above. Assumption A is satisfied for any IEEE-754 p-digit base-β floating-point arithmetic with some nearest rounding. On the one hand, Assumption A is very weak [the error of 2 ' 3 to 5 is bounded by 2], on the other hand Assumption A excludes directed rounding [adding an arbitrarily small number to 1 results in one of the neighbors of 1].
In IEEE-754 arithmetic the relative error of an operation aeb is not only bounded by u|a˝b|, but in fact by u¨ufppa˝bq, where ufppxq denotes the largest power of β less than or equal to |x|. That is the kernel of the alternative second Assumption B, namely that errors are bounded relative to specific numbers "near" the actual result rather than to the real result itself. That suffices to prove the linear error estimates. For IEEE-754 p-digit base-β floating-point arithmetic such numbers are powers of β, and that second Assumption B is satisfied for any rounding, including the directed and faithful ones, the latter meaning that there is no other floating-point number between the real result and the computed result.
Another interpretation of the fact that in IEEE-754 errors are bounded by u¨ufppa˝bq is that those numbers are a constant times a power of β. This is the kernel of the third Assumption C, namely that errors grow by b¨β k for some constants b, β, k. With Assumption C it follows that errors grow linearly with the height of a summation tree. For IEEE-754 p-digit base-β floating-point arithmetic the third Assumption C is satisfied for any rounding, including directed or faithful ones.
The conclusions by Assumption A are true without restriction on the number of summands. The second and third Assumptions B and C are targeted to prove results for a general rounding, including directed, faithful but also nearest. Such results require a mandatory but weak restriction on the size of the problem. Therefore Assumptions B and C are more general than Assumption A, but imply such a restriction. The first standard model together with Assumptions A and B leads to the optimal error bound for summation, namely that ku can be replaced by ku{p1`kuq, see Table I . A mandatory restriction on k of size u´1 applies.
Depending on the assumption, the error bounds for summation are as follows. Let a set A Ď R with a computer arithmetic according to the first standard model with relative rounding error unit u be given. For p 1 , . . . , p n P A denote bŷ s the computed sum in any order. Depending on the additional assumption, the error of summation satisfies |ŝ´ř n i"1 p i | ď Φ ř n i"1 |p i | with constants Φ according to Table I . The bounds depend on the number of summands n except the third one depending on the height h of the summation tree. The motivation of the improved error estimates is not only a matter of beauty, but it often suffices to show similar linearized estimates for other types of compound operations such as dot products, blocked summation or sums of products.
Next we reduce the arithmetic to the first standard model, not requiring any of the Assumptions A, B or C. Based on that we introduce a simplified pair arithmetic producing a faithfully rounded result under precisely specified conditions. In the world of IEEE-754 arithmetic this widens the applicability because existing pair arithmetics rely on error-free transformations. Those, however, do not exist in case of directed rounding because the error of an approximate operation needs not to be representable.
Finally we close the circle and return to IEEE-754 binary arithmetic with rounding to nearest. For that we discuss how to obtain efficiently a reproducible result for summation.
II. OPTIMAL ERROR BOUNDS FOR THE TWO STANDARD

MODELS
We start with the most popular model of computer arithmetic, namely IEEE-754 p-digit base-β floating-point arithmetic. For simplicity, we assume the set F of floating-point numbers to have no restriction on the exponent range:
Let fl : R Ñ F denote a round-to-nearest function, that is
To carry out rounding error analysis of algorithms, frequently the first or second standard model of computer arithmetic is used. That means that, according to respectively, with the convention 0{0 " 0. It is well known [20] that E 1 ptq ď v :" u 1`u and E 2 ptq ď u for the relative rounding error unit u :" 1 2 β 1´p . For arithmetic operations x e y :" flpx˝yq, however, the upper bound for E 1 or E 2 is not always attained. The maximum value for E 1 is achieved if and only if there exist x, y P F with x˝y " 1`u, the number half-way between 1 and its successor 1`2u. The same is true for E 2 if ties are rounded to even.
The worst case bounds for the individual operations were proved by Jeannerod et al. in [16] as given in Table III. The   TABLE III : Optimal relative error bounds for various inputs t and x, y P F for IEEE-754 p-digit base-β floating-point arithmetic.
bounds are optimal, possibly under some mild (necessary and sufficient) conditions on β and p outlined in [16] . Specifically, for addition, subtraction, and multiplication the condition for optimality is that β is even, and in the case of multiplication in base 2 it requires that 2 p`1 is not a Fermat prime. In most practical situations such conditions are satisfied. A rounding function fl : R Ñ F is defined by its "switching points" (called rounding boundary in [4] ). In IEEE-754 these are the midpoints, i.e., the arithmetic mean of adjacent floating-point numbers, thus minimizing the maximum relative error E 1 ptq of the first standard model.
We may ask for switching points minimizing the maximum relative error for a nearest rounding of the second, or of both standard models. These have been identified in [37] as by Table IV . This is not only true for the grid of p-digit base-β floating-point numbers, but for general sets of real numbers. In this section we still assume an IEEE-754 p-digit baseβ floating-point arithmetic with some nearest rounding. Here "some" means that ties may be rounded in any way.
The most simple and important compound operation is the sum of floating-point numbers. Let n numbers p 1 , . . . , p n P F be given, setŝ 1 :" p 1 and define recursivelŷ
Sinceŝ i´1 ' p i " pŝ i´1`pi qp1`δ i q for some |δ i | ď u, a straightforward and standard computation yields [13] |ŝ n´n ÿ
This is the classical Wilkinson-type bound [41] . To cover higher order terms, the unwieldy factor on the right-hand side is often replaced by γ n´1 " pn´1qu 1´pn´1qu , provided that pn´1qu ă 1 (see [13] ).
It was a surprise when it was proved in [34] that, at least for recursive summation (3), the factor γ n´1 can be replaced by pn´1qu without restriction on n:
That theoretical estimate was supplemented in [34] by the computable estimate
whereŜ n is obtained by (3) when replacing p i by |p i |. The unit in the first place ufppxq of x P R denotes the value of the leading digit in the β-adic representation of x (with ufpp0q :" 0). It was introduced in [38] and proved to be useful to transform complicated rounding error analyses into inequalities. At least for β " 2 it can be computed, without branch, using three floating-point operations and one absolute value, see [34, Algorithm 3.5] and [17] . OPEN PROBLEM 1. Design an algorithm of similar complexity and without branch to compute ufppxq for β ą 2.
After that first linear error estimate, the race began. For the remainder of this section, in order to show the historical progress, we still restrict our attention to a computer arithmetic in base β ě 2 with p ě 2 mantissa digits following the IEEE-754 standard, so that u " 1 2 β 1´p . The next target was dot products. Rather than treating sums of products of floating-point numbers, the error of a sum of real numbers was estimated. To our knowledge that was the first time to take that more general perspective. More precisely, consider a real vector x 1 , . . . , x n P R and suppose the sum of flpx i q is evaluated in floating-point arithmetic with resultr. Then it was shown by Jeannerod in [15] that, no matter what the order of evaluation of the floating-point sum,
The result is true without any restriction of n. For floatingpoint vectors a, b P F n it follows as a corollary that the result r of the floating-point dot product, no matter what the order of evaluation and barring underflow, satisfies |r´a T b| ď nu|a T ||b|.
As a consequence, the error of the floating-point product of two matrices A, B with inner dimension k is bounded by ku|A||B|. In [15] it was also shown that the bound for summation (5) is true in IEEE-754 p-digit base-β floatingpoint arithmetic for any order of evaluation; in the next section we will see that (5), (6) and (7) are true for any computer arithmetic satisfying the first error model and |a'b´pa`bq| ď minp|a|, |b|q. The latter is Assumption A. Given a vector p P F n , letr be the value of the Euclidean norm }p} 2 calculated in floating-point arithmetic in any order of evaluation. The standard error estimatěˇr´} p} 2ˇď´p 1`uq n{2`1´1¯} p} 2 was, without restriction on n, improved in [16] tǒˇr´}
Next consider the product of floating-point numbers. First, Graillat et al. proved in [12] that for a P F, β " 2, the result r of the power a k`1 computed by successive multiplications and barring over-and underflow satisfies
More generally, in [35] the product of real numbers was treated. For x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x k P R with of them in F, denote byr the floating-point product of all the flpx i q in any order of evaluation, and set K :" 2k`1´ and ω :"
Then, in the absence of underflow and overflow,ˇr´k
Note that the index i starts from 0. In particular, if β " 2 and all the x i are in F, then pK, ωq " pk, 2q and (10) becomešˇr´k
For β " 2 and p ě 4, the constraint in (11) As another consequence, the classical factor γ 2n for Horner's scheme was improved as well in [35] . Let x, a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a n P F be given and letr be the approximation to ř n i"0 a i x i produced by Horner's scheme. Then, using ω defined in (9) and in the absence of underflow and overflow,ˇˇˇˇr´n
(12) Finally, it was shown in [36] that the concept of linearizing bounds by replacing γ k by ku is also true for some standard numerical linear algebra algorithms. If for some A P F mˆn with m ě n Gaussian elimination runs to completion, then the computed factorsL andÛ satisfy (comparison and absolute value to be understood entrywise)
If for symmetric A P F nˆn the Cholesky decomposition runs to completion, then the computed factorR satisfieŝ
If T x " b is solved by substitution for b P F n and nonsingular triangular T P F nˆn , then the computed solutionx satisfies
Each of these bounds improves upon the corresponding classical ones, that is,
In contrast to the classical ones, the new bounds are valid without restriction on n.
IV. GENERAL COMPUTER ARITHMETIC
Up to now we actively assumed to use an IEEE-754 pdigit base-β floating-point arithmetic. Then, for example, linearized error estimates follow. Next, for a computer arithmetic satisfying the first standard model, we will passively identify sufficient additional assumptions to prove certain results, for example linearized error estimates. In particular we move away from a specified grid, working instead on an arbitrary set of real numbers.
Let a set A of real numbers together with operations e : AˆA Ñ A for˝P t`,´,ˆ, {u be given satisfying the first standard model [13] @x, y P A : x e y " px˝yqp1`δq, |δ| ď u
for a constant u. That is our minimum accuracy requirement bounding the relative error of x e y P A with respect to the real result x˝y P R.
Most types of computer arithmetic used for numerical computations satisfy the first standard model, chief amongst IEEE-754-type arithmetics. That includes flush-to-zero models [no gradual underflow] if the underflow range is excluded.
The first and second standard model are not satisfied for multiplication and division in fixed-point arithmetic (although addition and subtraction is always exact). They are also not satisfied for an arithmetic without guard digit [13, Section 2.4] and [9] which has been used in the early days of computers. 1 The standard model (14) leaves much freedom for the actual definition of the computer arithmetic, it neither implies xey "
Moreover, there is quite a gap between the active "best approximation" property (2) and the mere accuracy requirement (14) as by the following example.
Example 1: Consider a 3-digit decimal arithmetic, and x`y for x " 4.96 and y " 5. Then x`y " 9.96 is representable in 3 decimal digits, and x e y " x`y " 9.96 is the best approximation in the sense of (2). However, any choice of xey P t 9.92, 9.93, 9.94, 9.95, 9.96, 9.97, 9.98, 9.99, 10 .0 u satisfies the standard model (14) for u " 1 2 β 1´p " 0.005. Consider the sum of p 1 , . . . , p n P A. The first standard model (14) suffices to prove the standard estimate (4), but without additional assumptions, the factor p1`uq n´1´1 cannot be replaced by pn´1qu.
Example 2: Consider a logarithmic number system F :" t0u Y t˘c k : k P Zu for 1 ă c P R with rounding upwards. Then u " c´1 c`1 and, for sufficiently small e P F, p1'eq'e " c 2 but c 2´p 1`2eq ą 2 c´1 c`1 p1`2eq " 2up1`2eq. The reason is that an arbitrarily small summand e causes a relative error of almost size u.
A. The standard model together with Assumption A
Surprisingly, for the improved and linearized bound (5) the following Assumption A suffices:
For a computer arithmetic with some nearest rounding (2) that follows by
It is not true for a directed rounding, but it is true for Dekker's truncated rounding [5, Definition 3.5], i.e., a faithful rounding such that a nonzero error pa ' bq´pa`bq and the summand of smallest absolute value have opposite signs.
To demonstrate how the first standard model and Assumption A, that is (14) and (15) interplay, we repeat the proof in [34] of the linearized estimate (5) . Given p P A n and proceeding by induction we set s n :"ŝ n´1`pn , so that the induction hypothesis implies
1 Note that still today almost all cheap decimal pocket calculators without exponent have no guard digit so that completely wrong results may be produced.
We distinguish two cases. First, assume |p n | ď u ř n´1 i"1 |p i |. Then (15) implies
and inserting into (17) finishes this part of the proof. Henceforth, assume u ř n´1 i"1 |p i | ă |p n |. Then (14) gives
so that (17) and the induction hypothesis yield
By Table III , u can be replaced by u 1`u for an IEEE-754 p-digit base-β floating-point arithmetic.
Assumption A, that is (15) is the key to the proof. In fact, the weaker assumption (20) in the following Theorem 4.1 suffices to prove more: in [22] it is shown that, for any order of evaluation, both the linearized error estimates (5) for the sum and (7) for the dot product remain true for an arithmetic according to the first standard model (14) with the additional assumption (20) . The proof is more involved.
Theorem 4.1: [22] Let a binary tree T with root r be given. For a node j of T , denote the set of inner nodes of the subtree with root j by N j , and the set of its leaves by L j . To each leaf i P L r associate a real number x i , and let to each inner node j P N r a real number ε j be associated. Define
where leftpjq and rightpjq denote the left and right child of an inner node j, respectively. Furthermore, define for all inner nodes j δ j :" s j´sleftpjq´srightpjq (19) as well as, with the convention 0 0 :" 0,
is true for all inner nodes j. Then Δ r :" s r´ř iPLr s i satisfies
The estimate is sharp in the sense that for arbitrary ε j P r0, 1s there exists a tree T such that (20) is satisfied and there are equalities in (21) .
Here s j is the computed value of s leftpjq`srightpjq with error δ j for an inner node j. Therefore, the only assumption (20) in Theorem 4.1 is a trivial consequence of Assumption A. For the specific case of p-digit arithmetic to base β it follows ř ξ i ď ř |ε i | ď pn´1qv with v :" u{p1`uq according to Table III .
The replacement of u by v was used in [16] for a simple proof of the linearized estimate (7) for dot products.
Example 3: For real x j , denote the floating-point sum of all flpx j q byr, so that |r´ř n j"1 flpx j q| ď pn´1qv
1´v " nu proves the desired estimate (7) .
We will use the same concept later by improving pn´1qu into the optimal factor pn´1qu 1`pn´1qu for summation to show linearized estimates for other compound operations such as blocked summation or sums of products.
B. The standard model together with Assumption B
Next we are interested in linear estimates for other types of rounding, for example directed or some faithful rounding. Following the first standard model (14) one might think just to replace u by 2u to obtain similar results. That is not true because Assumption A (and also the weaker (20)) is not satisfied: adding an arbitrarily small positive e P F to 1 in rounding upwards results in the successor of 1 with an error larger than e.
For the specific case of rounding upwards and IEEE-754 binary floating-point arithmetic, the following estimate, similar to (5), with adapted relative rounding error unit was shown for β " 2 in [32] . Let x P F n be given, and denote byr the sum computed in any order of evaluation and with all additions in rounding upwards. Then in [32] it was shown that |r´r| ď 2pn´1qu
The restriction on n is necessary for any base β: for x 1 " 1 and x 2...n arbitrarily small positive numbers the sum increases each intermediate result to the next successor in F. Up to n ď β p´βp´1 summands the error is 2u, but passing the intermediate result β increases the error to βu, eventually spoiling the estimate (22) .
Estimate (22) holds true for rounding upwards. We improve that by showing that under Assumption B, that is (26) for the ε k defined in (25) , a linearized error bound is true for any directed or faithful rounding. In terms of IEEE-754 p-digit base-β floating-point arithmetic this assumption amounts to the fact that bounds on the maximum relative error in the intervals˘rβ m , β m`1 s are constant and with respect to β m , namely uβ m . The mathematical formulation is Assumption B, that is (26) with respect to (25) . It implies the mandatory restriction on n.
Theorem 4.2: [22] Let a binary tree T with n leaves be given. To each leaf associate a real number x i and to each inner node associate a real number s k forming vectors x P R n and s P R n´1 . Denote by σ k the sum of the values associated with the children of an inner node k, and define
Let nonnegative real numbers λ, μ be given such that
Define for 1 ď k ď n´1
with the convention 0 0 :" 0. Assume
Then |σ k | ă μ 2 {λ for 1 ď k ď n´1, and for r denoting the root of T ,ˇˇs
The interpretation, in particular the role of λ and μ for Assumption B, becomes clear from the proof of the following corollary.
Corollary 4.3: [22] Let F be a p-digit floating-point number system in base β, and denote by s the result of a floating-point summation of x 1 , . . . , x n P F using some faithful addition. If n ď 1`β´1 2 u´1, theňˇs´n
PROOF. Let m P Z such that λ :" β m ď ř n j"1 |x j | ă β m`1 ": μ. Let σ k be as in Theorem 4.2, and denote by ufppσ k q the largest power of β being less than or equal to |σ k |. If |σ k | ă μ, then ufppσ k q ď λ and (25) implies
and otherwise μ ď |σ k | ă μ 2 {λ " βμ shows ufppσ k q " μ and ε k "
Thus, all ε k are bounded by 2u. Additionally, the limit on n implies
so that the assumption (26) in Theorem 4.2 is satisfied. Thus,ˇs´n
Theorem 4.2 is tailored to the fact that the maximum absolute error of a floating-point operation is uniformly bounded by 2u{λ in the interval rλ, μs with λ " β m and μ " β m`1 , that is Assumption B. As we have seen, some restriction on n is mandatory; here the maximal number of such errors in rλ, μs, see (28) , bounds the number of summands n to 1`β´1 2 u´1.
The application of the theorem to faithful rounding is just an example, it applies to nearest rounding with replacing 2u by u and other roundings as well.
C. The standard model together with Assumption C
So far we saw that given x 1 , . . . , x n the error of the sum in some computer arithmetic is bounded by pn´1qu ř |x i | no matter what the order of evaluation, and for a nearest rounding without restriction on n. The corresponding traditional constant p1`uq n´1´1 in the estimate is straightforward to prove, whereas for the linearized bounds some effort is necessary.
An interesting generalization concerns error bounds depending on the height of a summation tree. For an addition tree of height h, the traditional Wilkinson-type constant p1`uq h´1 in the estimate follows straightforwardly. That bound can be linearized to hu for a standard model together with an Assumption C. For a balanced tree in binary64 that restricts the number of summands to n ď 2 94,906,264 .
In terms of IEEE-754 p-digit base-β floating-point arithmetic Assumption C amounts to the fact that bounds on the maximum relative error increase from the interval rβ m , β m`1 s to the interval˘rβ m`1 , β m`2 s by a constant factor β. That factor β is associated with the arithmetic model. The mathematical formulation of Assumption C are assumptions (29) and (30) in Theorem 4.4. Note that β is some real number, not necessarily related to some grid.
Theorem 4.4: [24] Let an α-ary tree T with root r and height h be given. For an inner node j of T , denote the set of leaves of the corresponding subtree by L j and the set of all its inner nodes including j by N j . To each leaf i of T associate a real number x i . Moreover, let positive real numbers b, ε as well as β ě α be given, and let two numbers
be assigned to each inner node j of T . Suppose that for each inner node j
If h is restricted by
then
The following corollary formulates the result for IEEE-754 p-digit base-β floating-point arithmetic. From the proof the previous interpretation of Assumption C becomes clear. It is satisfied for any nearest as well as for any directed or faithfully rounded summation.
Corollary 4.5: [24] For an IEEE-754 p-digit base-β floatingpoint arithmetic, let s be the result of a floating-point summation of p 1 , . . . , p n P F in some nearest addition in any order. If the height h of the corresponding binary summation tree satisfies
The result remains valid for any faithful addition when replacing the error constant u by 2u in (33) and (34) . PROOF. Let T denote a binary summation tree, where to each inner node j of T the respective intermediate summation result s j including the perturbations δ i is associated. Using the notation as in Theorem 4.4 it follows s j " ř iPLj x iř iPNj δ i . Furthermore, let b " ε " η, where η " u in case of a nearest addition, and η " 2u in case of faithful addition. Define b j :" η¨ufpps j´δj q for all inner nodes j. This definition of b j complies with assumption (29), i.e., b j P t0u Y tβ m η | m P Zu. Moreover,
alidates the assumption (30) . Finally, for α " 2,
shows the equivalence of (31) and (33) . Thus (34) follows.S imilar to Example 3, the result extends to dot products. Denote by s the result of a floating-point dot product of a, b P F n in some rounding to nearest. Let the height h of the corresponding binary evaluation tree satisfy (33) . Then, barring over-and underflow,ˇs´a
For faithful rounding the result is true when replacing the error constant u by 2u.
Given some computer arithmetic satisfying Assumption B or C, there is any freedom for the corresponding subset of R of representable numbers. Unless that set is fairly exotic, we can expect that Assumption C implies Assumption B.
D. The standard model together with Assumptions A and B
Even the linearized bounds presented so far are not optimal for an IEEE-754 p-digit base-β floating-point arithmetic. We guess everybody thinking about a worst case error for recursive summation quickly constructs x " p1, u, . . . , uq. The resultr of a nearest addition with rounding ties to even is 1, so that the error is pn´1qu and satisfies |r´n ÿ i"1
By means of explicit examples (cf. [24] ) it is easy to see that some restriction on n is mandatory for (36) . But although it was common belief that this is the worst case, it could not be proved.
The first result in this direction can be found in [28] , where Mascarenhas introduces a new concept of using continuous mathematics to analyze floating-point arithmetic to prove (36) for recursive summation provided that n ď 1 20 u´1. However, despite the comparatively small upper bound on n and the restriction to recursive summation, the given proof is rather complicated and longish. In [24, Theorem 5] a more general result was proved using fairly simple arguments. The assumptions are in fact more general than Assumptions A and B together. However, the mathematical statement is technical, so we state only the following corollary (which is [24, Proposition 1]) for IEEE-754 p-digit base-β arithmetic. Note that this arithmetic satisfies Assumptions A and B. (37) As has been mentioned, the result holds true for a more general computer arithmetic as well. In that case the mandatory restriction on n has to be re-computed.
The upper bound on n is almost sharp. For rounding ties away from zero it cannot be replaced by the next larger integer; for rounding ties to even, p ě 3 mantissa digits and even β the upper bound cannot be increased by 2`β 2 , see [24] . OPEN PROBLEM 3. Devise a sharp error estimate for dot products in the spirit of (37).
E. Some applications
As exploited in [24] , this Theorem 4.4 has a number of consequences. Denote by s " floatpexpressionq the result of an expression with each operation replaced by the corresponding floating-point operation in some nearest rounding. The evaluation may be in any order but, if applicable, respecting parentheses. First, consider a sum of products s :"
Provided that pn`m´2qu ă 1, the standard Wilkinson-type error estimate [41] givešˇˇˇˇfl oat`n ÿ provided that m ď β´1 2 u´1 2 , n ď 1`β´1 2 u´1, and m ď n.
For binary floating-point numbers, assuming m ď u´1 2 suffices for (39) to hold true. The proof is very similar to that in Example 3 for dot products, where the improved error bound v " u 1`u instead of u was sufficient to obtain the error bound nu; now the optimal error bound (37) is used instead of pn´1qu.
Another direct application is a bound on the error of a Vandermonde matrix times a vector. Let V ij " α i j for 0 ď i, j ď n for given α j P F. Then pV xq i " n ř j"0 α i j x j , so that for a vector x P F n`1 , starting with index 0, we obtain |floatpV xq´V x| ď diag pnu, nu`u, . . . , 2nuq |V | |x| ď 2nu |V | |x|.
Another application is an error estimate for blocked summation. Let a vector p P F mn be given and consider
Then |s´ř ij p ij | ď γ n`m´2 ř ij |p ij |, the standard Wilkinson-type error estimate, improves tǒˇˇˇs´ÿ
provided that maxpm, nq ď 1`β´1 2 u´1.
V. FAITHFUL RESULTS BY A SIMPLIFIED PAIR ARITHMETIC
In the previous sections error bounds for single or compound operations were shown, either for an actively given arithmetic such as IEEE-754, or for a computer arithmetic passively satisfying the first error model (14) with some additional weak assumptions. In this section, accuracy estimates related to the condition number of the problem will be investigated, in particular methods to achieve a faithfully rounded result.
Common methods to improve the accuracy are compensated algorithms. Prominent examples are Kahan's and Shewchuk's summation algorithms [19] , [40] for which a small backward error 2 of size 2u follows. The doubly compensated summation by Priest [33] requires ordering of the summands and proves a forward error of size 2u.
A notable exception to the many algorithms is Neumaier's summation [30] which he found as a master student in 1974. Obviously without knowing, he uses what we call today "errorfree transformations", a term I coined in [31] . For any two floating-point numbers a, b P F with |a| ě |b| it holds a`b " x`y [5] for a nearest rounding and β ď 3. Similar algorithms for addition without constraint on the ordering of the summands (TwoSum) and for products (TwoProduct) are known [5] , [20] , [29] . Note that for IEEE-754 precision-p base-β arithmetic it is necessary [29] that a`b is computed in rounding to nearest, otherwise the error a ' b´pa`bq need not be representable.
Algorithm TwoSum implies an error-free vector transformation. Given a vector p P F n , the call q = VecSum(p) of function p = VecSum(p) for i=2:n [p(i),p(i-1)] = TwoSum(p(i),p(i-1)) produces a vector q P F n with ř p i " ř q i and q n " floatp ř p i q. Summing the vector q in floating-point after a single call of VecSum is Algorithm Sum2 in [31] , which is identical to Neumaier's fourth algorithm in [30] . The accuracy of the result depends on the condition number k " p ř |p i |q{| ř p i |. The results in [31] imply that basically for k À 1{p2n 2 uq the result of Sum2 is faithfully rounded, so that there is no other floating-point number between the true and the computed result. A similar result holds true for the dot product algorithm Dot2 in [31] .
Using similar techniques, a number of algorithms with faithfully rounded result have been developed for several standard problems in numerical analysis. For example, Graillat gave in [10] a compensated scheme for ś n i"1 x i with faithfully rounded result provided that n ă ?
1´u
Boldo and Muñoz showed in [3] a compensated polynomial evaluation to be faithful provided that k :"
in [31] algorithm Sum2 is shown to be faithful if
.
In binary64 the assumptions read n ă 47, 453, 132, and, for n " 1000, k ă 1.13¨10 9 and k ă 4.52¨10 9 , respectively. Sometimes restrictions apply, for example the latter result for summation supposes recursive summation in binary, and all results suppose that transformation algorithms such as TwoSum are indeed error-free, i.e., produce x`y " a`b. Another approach to compute a faithfully rounded result, also based on error-free transformations, is Bailey's doubledouble arithmetic [1] . Here numbers are represented as an unevaluated sum of two elements of F.
The double-double arithmetic is analyzed in [18] . For addition, for example, two algorithms are given. The first algorithm [18, Algorithm 5] , called "sloppy addition", was already given by Dekker as add2 in [5] . However, the result may have no Function (c, g) = SloppyDWPlusDW(a, e, b, f ) rc, ts " TwoSumpa, bq s " flpe`f q g " flpt`sq rc, gs " FastTwoSumpc, gq significance at all.
Alternatively, an accurate algorithm AccurateDWPlusDW is analyzed with relative error not larger than 3u 2 1´4u . The doubledouble arithmetic is based on IEEE-754 binary arithmetic and error-free transformations.
The target for this section is to introduce a new and simplified pair arithmetic with the goal to give conditions for which the final result is faithful. That applies to general arithmetic expressions comprising of`,´,ˆ, {, ?¨. As we will see this includes all methods mentioned at the beginning of this section. Another target is to require as weak assumptions on the arithmetic as possible, but nevertheless guaranteeing a faithfully rounded result under specified conditions.
Our pair arithmetic is more general than previous approaches in several aspects. First, we require only an arithmetic following the first standard model, neither of the previous Assumptions A, B or C has to be satisfied. Hence a situation as in Example 1 may occur.
Second, to estimate the error of an individual operation only an approximation of the residual is needed, for example of a ' b´pa`bq for addition. Again that approximation is only required to satisfy the first standard model. In particular, "error-free transformations" are no longer needed but replaced by "approximate transformations".
Third, for a pair pc, gq, no relation between c and g is required. Fourth, the pair operations are simplified requiring less operations compared to double-double. Fifth, for every pair pc, gq the first part c is equal to the result when computing in the given computer arithmetic.
As a special example, all of the following results are true for an IEEE-754 p-digit base-β arithmetic and any rounding scheme. As has been mentioned, for directed rounding error-free transformations are not possible because the error a ' b´pa`bq need not be representable. Nevertheless, our arithmetical model remains applicable.
Let A be an arbitrary discrete set of real numbers. For a given positive constant v ă 1 define the working set of A by W :" tr P R | Df P A : |f´r| ď v|r|u.
Consider a real function g : R n Ñ R and let x P A n be such that gpxq P W. The left-hand side of c Ð gpxq for c P A is called an A-arithmetic approximation if
abbreviated by c Ð gpxq. We choose the notation "Ð" rather than "flp¨q" to indicate that only the error estimate (43) has to be satisfied, i.e., a relation rather than a function. Our general assumption on the arithmetic in A is as follows. Assumption 5.7: For a, b P A and˝P t`,´,ˆ, {u, let c :" a˝b. Ifĉ P W, we assume that c Ð a˝b can be evaluated and satisfies |c´ĉ| ď v|ĉ| according to (43) . A similar statement is true for the square root. Moreover, assume that for
a method to evaluate t is available satisfying the estimate in (43) with appropriate interpretation. For the special case of IEEE-754 binary64 floating-point arithmetic with rounding to nearest, Assumption 5.7 is satisfied if the real resultĉ does not cause over-or underflow by setting v :" u{p1`uq for u :" 2´5 3 , by replacing c Ð a˝b by c " flpa˝bq and evaluating the expressions in (44) by appropriate error-free transformations 3 , possibly using the fused multiplyadd operation FMA.
Next we define our pair arithmetic [23] . An algorithm for subtraction follows directly from addition, and all results hold true mutatis mutandis. To ease the exposition we omit subtraction by the technical assumption A "´A. The comments "//TwoSum or Add3", "FMA or TwoProduct" etc. in the following algorithms refer to a possible implementation when using IEEE-754 arithmetic; they are not mandatory.
The first part c of the result of our pair operations is always equal to the one computed in the given arithmetic. That property is spoiled by the final normalization step in SloppyDWPlusDW, also used in [25] . Technically, the doubledouble SloppyDWPlusDW and our CPairSum are identical up to the final normalization; however, the assumptions of our pair Function (c,g) = CPairProd((a, e),(b, f )) c Ð ab t Ð ab´c // FMA or TwoProduct q Ð af r Ð be s Ð q`r g Ð t`s Function (c,g) = CPairDiv((a, e),(b, f ) ) In turn, the results of the double-double arithmetic are usually more accurate than those of our pair arithmetic. However, one target was to derive provable conditions for a faithful result with as weak assumptions on the arithmetic as possible.
Consider an arbitrary arithmetic expression represented by a binary tree. For given input data we henceforth assume that all intermediate operations are well defined with result in the working set W. That is in particular satisfied if, when using IEEE-754 p-digit base-β floating-point arithmetic, no intermediate over-or underflow occur.
To formulate the conditions for a faithfully rounded result, we need to define the condition number of an arithmetic expression. An essential ingredient is the notation of the No Inaccurate Cancellation (NIC) principle. Demmel et al. used that in [6] to identify algorithms computing accurate results basically independent of the condition number. 4 4 A famous example is to treat Hilbert matrices as Cauchy matrices allowing to faithfully compute the inverse or smallest singular value up to about dimension 10 8 solely in binary64.
Function (c,g) = CPairSqrt((a, e)) c Ð ? a t Ð a´c 2 // FMA r Ð t`e s Ð c`c g Ð r{s Definition 5.8: Let T be an evaluation tree with input data p (the values at the leaves), and inner nodes consisting of operations from the set t`,ˆ, {, ?¨u . If no sum with at least one addend not being input data is performed on numbers with opposite signs, then pT, pq complies with the No Inaccurate Cancellation (NIC) principle.
The rationale is to avoid catastrophic cancellation. If an arithmetic expression does not satisfy the NIC principle, for example x`y´x, then for large positive x and small positive y cancellation and a large relative error to the true result y occurs. That cannot happen for an arithmetic expression satisfying the NIC principle, the relative error of every intermediate to the corresponding true result may grow, but very slowly.
Definition 5.9: Consider an evaluation tree T with input data p P A n and inner nodes consisting of operations from the set t`,ˆ, {, ?¨u . Let any pair of input numbers p i and p j that is added in T with negative result be replaced by p 1 i :"´p i and p 1 j :"´p j , respectively. Moreover, let all other input numbers p k be replaced by their absolute value p 1 k :" |p k |. The so obtained data p 1 is called NIC remodeled input data to pT, pq.
The rationale behind this definition is as follows. Let a compound operation be given depending on x P R n . Then the error of an approximation is usually estimated relative to the maximal possible value S for all possible sign combinations of the x i . Examples are S " ř |x i | for summation (4) or S " ř n i"0 |a i x i | for Horner's scheme (12) . In those examples, the ratio between S and the true value for the original x i is the condition number, and that is the result of the problem with NIC remodeled data 5 .
Suppose evaluating an arithmetic expression by our pair arithmetic results in pc, gq. In order to obtain a faithfully rounded result, an element of A, we need to add c and g approximately. Here assuming the first standard model is not sufficient as by Example 1; this (and only this) final addition has to be done in some nearest rounding, otherwise the result cannot be guaranteed to be faithful. To be precise, we saŷ c P A is a nearest A-approximation to c P R if @a P A : |ĉ´c| ď |a´c|.
Finally, we need a measurement for the minimum relative distance between two adjacent numbers in A, namely
For a p-digit base-β floating-point arithmetic it follows η " u β´u ą u{β.
Based on that we can state our result for general arithmetic expressions.
Theorem 5.10: [23] Let an arithmetic expression be given by an evaluation tree T with n leaves, where to each inner node j an operation˝j out of t`,ˆ, {, ?¨u is assigned. Moreover, to every node j, inner node or leaf, let an integer k j be assigned according to
where leftpjq, rightpjq, and childpjq are denoting the left, right, and only child of j, respectively. For given input data p P A n , let pp i , 0q be the pairs at the leaves of T , and denote by pc, gq the result evaluated at root r using our pair arithmetic. Furthermore, letĉ be the true result of the expression for input data p, and letĈ be the true result for the NIC remodeled input data p 1 . Suppose that all denominators and all expressions below a square root comply with the NIC principle. Furthermore, suppose that k j is not larger than u´1 2 for any node j comprising of division or square root. Otherwise k j is unbounded.
Assume the pair arithmetic produces pc, gq P A 2 as a final result with final k according to (47), and define k :"Ĉ |ĉ| with the convention 0 0 :" 1.
Let η be defined as in (46). If k is restricted via
then a nearest A-approximation of c`g according to (45) is a faithful rounding ofĉ. For an expression complying with the NIC principle condition (49) reduces to k ď a mintη, uu u´2 .
That theorem yields conditions on k and the length of input data for all examples mentioned at the beginning of this section, and more.
For simplicity, assume an IEEE-754 p-digit base-β floatingpoint arithmetic. Then η ą u{β reduces the condition on k to k ď b 1 βku´2 for general expressions, and the same with k " 1 for expressions complying with the NIC principle. The error estimates in Table V follow by calculating the maximum value of k for the input expression.
For all examples mentioned at the beginning of this section, a faithfully rounded result is computed with as many or fewer operations and with weaker condition on n, but for any order of evaluation, and for any base β.
In the third example "binary" refers to binary summation. The sixth example "mixedˆ, {" means that for n input numbers x i a tree is evaluated with each node being multiplication or division. The final k satisfies k ď 2pn´1q and the tree complies with the NIC principle, so that k " 1 and the bound on n for a faithfully rounded result follows.
Note in particular for polynomial interpolation, the second last problem, all denominators satisfy the NIC principle so that 
Theorem 5.10 is applicable. With adapted constants that holds also true for the faster approach
For the last example in Table V , the Euclidean norm of a vector, double-double arithmetic adapted to nonnegative summands is used by Graillat et al. in [11] requiring 13n`1 operations compared to 10n`1 for our pair arithmetic. They prove, however, that for recursive summation in binary arithmetic the result is faithful for considerably larger maximum vector length n ď 1 24u`u 2´3 . That is useful for binary32, lifting the bound in Table V on n from 2, 892 to 699, 047; for binary64 the bound n ď 67, 108, 860 from Table V may be sufficient.
VI. FAITHFULLY ROUNDED AND REPRODUCIBLE RESULTS
The results in the previous section are proved to be faithfully rounded for not too large condition number. However, the condition number is, in general, not known. Besides, for small condition number likely the nearest approximation is computed, but not always.
Recently, so-called "reproducible" results became popular. In this section we restrict our attention to summation. Then the true sum is a real number, and reproducibility means to produce exactly the same floating-point approximation no matter what the order of evaluation. That implies addition to become associative, a property which is outside the scope of traditional floating-point algorithms. In addition to "always exactly the same result" we add some not explicitly specified accuracy requirement such as backward stability in a certain sense. Such a requirement is often forgotten in the literature.
For the remaining of this note we assume IEEE-754 p-digit binary arithmetic with the nearest rounding tie-to-even. It is not difficult to extend the methods to general base β.
Following we discuss two approaches producing a faithfully rounded and/or reproducible result, independent of the condition number and guaranteeing associativity. First, a limited exponent range allows to compute the exact sum, for example using a long accumulator as popularized by Kulisch [21] , or Malcolm's adding by exponents [27] which is based on Wolfe's approach [42] in 1964. In either case the exact value of the sum can be extracted and rounded faithfully and/or reproducibly.
The second approach splits the bits of a given vector into slices which can be regarded as scaled integers. For example, in binary64 corresponding to 53-bit mantissa (including the implicit 1), suppose each slice is 53´M bits wide. Then at least 2 M numbers [scaled integers representable in at most 53´M bits] within a slice can be added without error, see Figure 1 .
This idea is due to Zielke and Drygalla [43] who developed it to improve the accuracy of summation and dot products. No analysis is given, and they use a splitting by integer scaling in a way that the exponent range of the input is severely limited.
In [38] the shortcomings are removed, and a complete analysis is given to achieve a faithfully rounded result. Recently, that method has been used for reproducible summation and popularized by Demmel et al. [7] , [8] . The Wolfe/Malcolm methods adjoins each input to a fixed exponent, whereas the slices by Zielke/Drygalla are created depending on the actual input data, a static versus dynamic approach. As a consequence, the first method generates an array of variables over the whole exponent range, independent of the input data, whereas the second method uses just as many slices as necessary to produce a faithfully rounded or reproducible result. In [26] that is used to compute a correctly rounded approximation of a sum with arbitrary precision.
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A key point is an efficient way to extract the input into slices [38] . The extraction is relative to some σ so that p " q`p 1 and the bits of q and p 1 do not overlap as by ExtractVector. A choice for σ is a power of 2 larger than ř |p i |. The bit patterns of Algorithm ExtractVector is outlined in Figure 2 . The main property of the extraction is the errorfree transformation ř n i"1 p i " τ`ř n i"1 p 1 i , see [38] for details.
Algorithm 1: Error-free vector transformation extracting high order part.
function rτ, p 1 s " ExtractVectorpσ, pq τ " 0 for i " 1 : n q i " flpflpσ`p i q´σq p 1 i " flpp i´qi q τ " flpτ`q i q end for Here τ is the error-free sum of the first slice, comprised of the leading bits of the vector entries p i belonging to this slice [the bold lines in Figure 2 ]. Note in particular that τ is a sum of scaled integers, thus the computation is associative and errorfree. Next, this process is applied to the vector p iteratively, resulting in Algorithm Transform. Here realmin denotes the smallest positive normalized floating-point number. In [38] it Algorithm 2: Error-free transformation of a vector p p0q of length n. function rτ 1 , τ 2 , p pmq , σs " Transformpp p0μ " maxp|p p0q i |q if μ " 0, τ 1 " τ 2 " p pmq " σ " 0, return, end if M " P log 2 pn`2q T σ 0 " 2 M`rlog 2 pμqs t p0q " 0, m " 0 repeat m " m`1 rτ pmq , p pmq s " ExtractVectorpσ m´1 , p pm´1t pmq " flpt pm´1q`τ pmσ m " flp2 M uσ m´1 q until |t pmq | ě flp2 2M uσ m´1 q or σ m´1 ď realmin σ " σ m´1 rτ 1 , τ 2 s " FastTwoSumpt pm´1q , τ pmis shown that this algorithm stops, and for each intermediate is satisfied. Moreover it is shown that, denoting the final p pmq by p 1 , floatpτ 1`p τ 2`p ř n i"1 p 1 iis a faithful approximation of the exact sum.
That algorithm offers a convenient way to compute a reproducible result by choosing a fixed maximum number of extractions m and return res = t pm´1q`τ pmq , i.e., ignoring the remainder terms p pmq i . By the nature of the algorithm and (50), the quantities t pm´1q and τ pmq are uniquely determined and, as sums of scaled integers, independent of the order of evaluation in ExtractVector and Transform.
The quantity σ 0 is of the order ř |x i |, so that the omitted summands p pmq i are bounded by about pnuq m ř |x i |. Hence for a condition number up to about upnuq´m the result res is faithful, where for larger condition number the accuracy decreases.
For any value of m the result is reproducible. In binary64 and n " 1000, the result is faithful up to condition number k ď 9¨10 9 for m " 2, and up to k ď 8¨10 22 for m " 3.
The equality in (50) implies that for any m the exact sum is available, so a rounded to nearest or K-fold, i.e. an unevaluated sum of K numbers, result can be computed as well [39] .
VII. SUMMARY
We first assumed an IEEE-754 p-digit binary floating-point arithmetic, for which the general bound for the first and second standard model is u{p1`uq and u, respectively. Optimal bounds were given, in particular improved for division and square root.
Next we considered a general computer arithmetic satisfying the first standard model, where "rounding" mutated to an arbitrary perturbation of the true real result. With the additional Assumption A, that is | pa ' bq´pa`bq | ď minp|a|, |b|q, standard error estimates for summation, dot products and others of type γ k " ku{p1´kuq reduce to ku for any order of evaluation and without restriction on k. Assumption A is not satisfied for directed or faithful rounding.
For the first standard model together with Assumption B, the same holds true for general perturbations of the true result including directed or faithful rounding with adapted relative rounding error unit u. A mandatory but weak restriction of order u´1 on the number of operations applies.
For the first standard model together with Assumption C instead, the results were extended to replacing γ h by hu for h denoting the height of a tree. Again, this is true for any rounding and a mandatory weak restriction on the height.
For a first standard error model together with the additional Assumptions A and B, an optimal error bound ku{p1`kuq was shown for k`1 summands provided that k ď β´1 2 u´1. That implies linearized error bounds for other compound operations such as blocked summation or sums of products.
Next we assumed nothing but the first standard model, in particular none of the Assumptions A, B or C. Based on that a pair arithmetic was introduced, simpler and more generally applicable than existing ones. In particular, the often used error-free transformations were weakened by not assuming equality in the transformation. That opens this approach, for example, for IEEE-754 to any base β and any rounding scheme. Sufficient conditions were given that the computed result is a faithfully rounded exact result for arbitrary expressions consisting of`,´,ˆ, {, ?¨.
Finally, for IEEE-754 binary arithmetic, a summation method was introduced for computing a result that is guaranteed to be faithfully rounded or rounded to nearest independent of the condition number of the sum. The method computes slices of the result and is an efficient way to compute reproducible results.
